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Abstract

A semantic algorithm for generating moral laws of practical importance is 

presented. It is based on the general “time-vortex” principle that is applicable to all 

phenomena, yet in many situations the specific “problem-solving” scenarios must be 

designed. Compilation of such scenarios could yield the Universal Artificial Wisdom 

platform. Not only this could help us to solve various practical problems, but also to 

recognize our “shadow-selves” and direct our personal growth. 
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 The emerging Semantic Networks provide millions of concepts 

characterizing any practical situation in a machine-readable form. Dialectic interrelations 

between these concepts can yield useful decision-making systems that mimic our wisdom

and intuition. Here I show how to obtain simple “moral truths” that are useful for solving 

many practical tasks, form “ordinary life situations” to the problems of entire humanity. 

Most of these “truths” are obvious for a neutral observer, but not so obvious for 

participants of a given situation. 

Simplest “Dialectical Situation” Maps

Every concept can be related to several types of other concepts: causations 

(possible reasons), effects (possible consequences), under-developed (antonymous) 

forms, over-developed (exaggerated) forms, and (optionally) potential Goals, as “Golden 

Means” between a concept and its exaggerated extreme. Then the following schemes can 

be drawn (Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Obtaining the simplest “dialectical wheel”

Scheme (A) shows the circular “cause – and – effect” path yielding the goal. 

Scheme (B) shows that this path can make a spiral. Scheme (C) – that it contains at least 

two levels of interactions, one between the given oppositions (present vs. goal, or 1 vs. 2),

another between their “marginal forms”, that help us to orient ourselves in the “moral 

situation”. 
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For example, if I am Brave and want to become Rich, then I must avoid (i) 

exaggerating (“over-developing”) my bravery to foolhardiness (O-1), (ii) missing the 

target – “under-developing” richness to poorness (U-2), (iii) “over-developing” richness 

to addiction (O-2), and (i) loosing the starting skill – “under-developing” bravery to 

weakness and cowardice (U-1). These traps are interrelated, as O-1 ~ U-2 and O-2 ~ U-1,

so scheme (C) shows just two layers of oppositions.

Scheme (D) applies the same principle to horizontal pair of oppositions (cause vs. 

effect), yielding a “dialectical wheel”, or “time-vortex” situation map. The latter rotates 

clockwise (from cause to effect) and has many inherent relations summarized in Table 1.

Table 1.Relations between concepts in Figure 1(D)

1 - Present 2 - Possible 3 - Outcome 4 – Turning
A1 1a Effect of 1a Goal of 1a Cause of 1a

a A2 Cause of 2a 2a Effect of 2a Goal of 2a
A3 Goal of 3a Cause of 3a 3a Effect of 3a
A4 Effect of 4a Goal of 4a Cause of 4a 4a
B1 1b Effect of 1b Goal of 1b Cause of 1b
B2 Cause of 2b 2b Effect of 2b Goal of 2b

b B3 Goal of 3b Cause of 3b 3b Effect of 3b
B4 Effect of 4b Goal of 4b 4b Cause 4b
B5 Over-1a Under-2a Under-1a Over-2a
B6 Under-3a Over-4a Over-3a Under-4a

Columns represent steps from Scheme 1. Two layers, a and b, represent the 

positive and negative sides of every situation. Each row gives a certain inter-cellular 

relation, so that for the n-th column An
i ≈ An

j and Bn
i ≈ Bn

j, but for different columns An
i ≠

Am
i and Bn

i ≠ Bm
i. 

Below we will see that these relations often suggest quite unexpected yet 

practically feasible conclusions that can be used for many purposes: (i) finding the “right 

solutions” to a given problem, (ii) checking the consistence of the obtained wheels and 



crowd-sourced relations, (iii) predicting new relations based on the verified “situation 

maps”. 

The first columns characterizes our present concepts, possessions, creations, 

ideas, desires, needs, habits, and demands. Layer 1a may refer to both positive and 

negative sides of these possessions (if they are hard to distinguish), but 1b should include 

only negative situations that are clearly avoidable, immature, mediocre, passive, 

undeveloped, weak, or void. 

The second column includes consequences and possibilities of the present state. 

2a implies “positive” possibilities over which we have control, such as choices and action

plans. 2b – negative outcomes, either avoidable or unavoidable, because of poor (past or 

present) performance, laziness, delusions, wrongful convictions. (“It ain’t what you don’t

know that gets you into trouble. It’s what you know for sure that just ain’t so. “ – Mark 

Twain)

The third column includes the outcomes of our planned actions. 3a – the desired 

outcome that will give us enough satisfaction and flexibility. 3b – the undesired outcome,

resulting from either exaggerated effort (O-1) or loosing the point (U-2), e.g., over-

reacting, over-forcing, over-complicating, causing danger, stress, rigidness, unnecessary 

requirements, loosing peace of mind and flexibility.

The fourth column covers the repeating causes that either boost us towards the 

spiral of evolution, or lock in the endless circle. 4a – causes that we want to repeat in the 

future, directing us towards the more subtle goals in the center of the wheel. 4b- causes of

the existing situation that we want to avoid in the future. 



Examples of the Simplest Wheels

Table 2 gives examples of simplest wheels pertaining to the ordinary life (A-D), 

science and technology (E-G) and global problems (H-J). 

Table 2. Examples of the Simplest Situations

1 – Possession 2 - Effect 3 - Adapting 4 – Turning
(How do I feel) (What will I do) (I’d like to think) (I’d like to share)

A + Divorce/Relief Wise Firm, Gentle Consistent
– Distress, Self-

abasement
Tired,

Impulsive
New Marriage
= Loose, Party

Stubborn,
Protective

B + Peculiar High-Class Special Meaningful
– Mediocre Weird Dangerous Superficial

C + Self-Sufficient Focused Engaged Inspired
– Lonely Desperation Frustrated Protective

D + Healthy Firm Good Habits Flexible
– Sick, Addict Loose Immature Rigid

E + Create Play/Nourish Remix/Invent Share
– Break Insist/Struggle Give Up Hide

F + Hypothesis Test Sci Theory Observe/Form
– Dogma Belief Pseudo-sci Abs Formalism

G + Active Lead ADME Tests Drug Candidat Optimize
– Combichem Side Effects Poison Narrow View

H + Reforestation Education Wise Logging Common Sense
– Deforestation Arrogance Naivety Formalism

I + Abundance Strive Sanity Opportunity
– Poverty Desperation Addiction Inequality

Each double-row represents an independent “situation map” with starting 

situation in the yellow cell, desired situation in the green cell, and undesired outcome in 

the orange cell. The positive goal can be achieved if we “freely” rotate clockwise (from 

left to right), the negative (trap) is the result of the opposite rotation. On the other hand, 

negative result may be “silently sitting” without any rotation, or even rotate clockwise, 

but rather slowly.  

Each case can have many different “situation maps”, as every concept can have 

many different causes and effects (as well as undeveloped and exaggerated forms). For 



the sake of simplicity I selected only one description per case. In other sections I will 

show broader possibilities.

On the other hand, all cases are very similar to each other, so if we understand just

one of them, then we automatically get all others. This reminds us that life is really very 

simple, if we follow simple moral principles. But it starts looking complex, if we ignore 

the morality.

This is especially important to keep in mind when considering “opinionated” 

topics of broader public interest: what is true for a “simple man”, it is also true for entire 

mankind.

“Ordinary Life” Problems

Cycle (A) describes a divorced man who wants to get married. Assume that 

Divorce brings Relief from struggle (A-1(+)). Previous marriage could have yielded 

Wisdom (A-2(+)), but also Tiredness and Rashness (A-2(-)). Wisdom leads to Firmness 

(A-3(+)), Rashness – to New Marriage through Looseness and Partying (A-3(-)). The 

latter is over-developed Relief, symmetric to Distress. Firmness yields Consistency (A-

4(+)), that later may result in True Love (as will be shown below). On the contrary, New 

Marriage leads to new Distress and Closure from real opportunities (A-4(-)). 

Moving clockwise will eventually lift us towards the center of the wheel, as 

Protective man eventually stops being Loose. But moving counterclockwise puts us 

down, as Wise men do not get Relief through Divorce. 

Cycle (B) considers that a man is Peculiar (B-1(+)) and wants to become Special 

(B-3(+)). Peculiarity may be a sign of either High-Class (B-2(+)) or Weirdness (B-2(-)). 

The High-Class leads to the desired Special treatment (B-3(+), a goal of Mediocre), the 



Weirdness – to the sense of Danger (B-3(-), over-developed Peculiarity). Special 

treatment yields Meaningfulness (B-4(+), symmetric to High-Class), Danger only leads to

Superficial perception (B-4(-), overdeveloped High-Class, a.k.a. Kitsch)

Reversing the order will cause trouble. Peculiarity turning to Meaningfulness is 

like complex theory or deep feelings turning to primitive words. Such attempts only 

cause superficial perception (B-4(-)), leading to the sense of Danger (B-3(-)) and 

Weirdness (B-2(-)). It is therefore much better to impress people through High-Class-

Tastiness than through logical Meaningfulness. Perhaps this is why many geniuses 

remain unrecognized. The High-Class tastiness arises from dedication, whereas logical 

explanations arise from spontaneity.

Cycle (C) differs from previous in that it starts with negative situation: Loneliness

(C-1(-)). Negative starting point always originates from two biases, one representing an 

over-development  (of self-sufficiency), another – an under-development (of 

engagement). Thus there are two goals: self- sufficiency (C-1(+)) and engagement (C-

3(+)). Most people choose only the second goal, thus gaining only temporary solution.

Loneliness is the result of previous excessive engagements (superficial 

communications) that became addiction. When a person is no longer self-sufficient, then 

he becomes lonely. So, instead of rushing to new engagements, lonely people should seek

those who lead to Self-Sufficiency. May be that’s why many people look for tutors or 

masters?

Self-Sufficiency (C-1(+)) must lead to Focus (C-2(+)), as if we were creating 

something beautiful within ourselves. Engagement (C-3(+)) must lead to Inspiration (C-

4(+)), as if we were gaining something beautiful from others. 



As always, the reverse order causes trouble. If Self-Sufficiency leads to 

Inspiration, then the latter shortly transforms to Frustration. Anf if Engagement leads to 

Focus, then the latter transforms to Desperation.

Cycle (D) also starts with problem, a Sickness or Disease (D-1(-)). We can see 

that Sickness is similar to Addiction (“over-developed Habits”) and Immaturity (“under-

developed Habits”). So in order to become healthy, not only we need to visit doctor, but 

also (more importantly!) to develop the right Habits. It also teaches us to be Firm, but not

Rigid, and Flexible, but not Loose. 

Invention and Science

Cycle (E) describes the invention process: Create  Play  Remix  Share  

… (see Teacher’s Guide, v. 09, 2016). It is similar to all previous paths, if we notice that 

Create ~ Healthy ~ Self-Sufficient ~ etc. Similar correspondences can be seen in all 

columns. But this time we use a different starting point: the yellow cell is not in the 1st 

column, but in the 3rd. Often we don’t Create (E-1(+)), but simply Remix (E-3(+)). 

Genuine Creation means Induction, that does not does lead to destruction. But Remixing 

is closer to deduction, i.e., disassembling, thus the danger of destruction (E-1(-)). 

If we start with Remixing, then we must Share the result with others (E-4(+)). 

Instead, we often either hide it (E-4(-)) or continue to play (E-3(+)). On the other hand, a 

Creation (E-1(+)) should not be shared with others (E-4(+)), until it is Nourished (E-2(+))

and Remixed enough (E-3(+)). May be this is why many Creators do not become 

Inventors?

Creation originates from Sharing: who doesn’t share, that doesn’t create. But 

Invention originates from Nourishing: who doesn’t nurture, that doesn’t invent. 



Cycle (E) refers to scientific method: Observe  Hypothesize  Test  Deduce

Theory  … Orange cells indicate two major problems: Dogmatism (E-1(-)) and 

Pseudoscience (E-3(-)). Dogmatism comes from the rigid Formalism (E-4(-)), which is a 

mirror reflection of Pseudoscience that comes from untested beliefs. The first ignorantly 

neglects what was not tested, the second blindly generalizes what was tested.

This immediately reminds of Einstein’s quote: “As far as the laws of mathematics

refer to reality, they are not certain; and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to 

reality”. Indeed, in previous article I have shown that our scalar / commutative thinking 

often yields wrong formalism (Algebra and Panspychism, 2021). So what we call a 

Science is often just a Dogma (e.g., “what cannot be measured, that does not exist”), and 

what we call “presudo-science” may actually prove to be Science (citation to Rupert 

Sheldrake?). 

Cycle (E) also applies to a logical thinking, whereby Hypothesis = Induction, 

Science (Theory, Law) = Deduction. Table 2 tells us that all forms and symbols must be 

context-specific and generally variable, but formal logic rejects that. So formal logic is 

nothing but a dogma, and Goedel’s incompleteness theorems prove exactly that (Citation 

of Perlovsky). 

Since all forms are variable, so everything must be alive and self-regulating! Thus

every valid (scientific) theory must reside on the premises of panpsychism, insisting that 

everything has a mind or a mind-like property – much like the presumption of innocence 

in prosecution! 

Cycle (G) describes the route of a “rational drug design”: Active Lead  Testing 

 Drug Candidate  Structure Optimization  … Typically it starts with the yellow 

http://laimeskelias.lt/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Dialectic-Algebra-Panpsychism.pdf


cell – Combinatorial Compound library (G-1(-)), that dialectically is nothing but 

“inactive garbage”: under-developed Activity (G-1(+)) and over-developed “drug-

likeness” (G-3(+)), resulting from Narrow View (G-4(-)). 

Klein (2008) argued that the highly rigid and focused nature of rational drug 

design suppresses serendipity. Indeed, expecting that Combinatorial Compounds can 

yield the desired Activity is the same as expecting that Dogma can yield Hypothesis, or 

Broken Parts can yield Creation (drawing on similarity with cycles E and F). 

So the only way to design new drug is to start with the Active Lead (G-1(+)) that 

comes from either Optimization of already existing drug (G-4(+)), or Sharing (E-4(+)) 

and Observation (F-4(+)) of independent natural effects that yield new Hypotheses. 

Yet there is another obstacle in that the whole cycle (G) cannot freely rotate for 

economic reasons. Every iteration is a costly process, so all synthetic drugs carry side 

effects.

(Interestingly, the same cycle (G) can be used for chemical structure optimization,

if tests are defined more specifically. E.g., if E-3(+) measures solubility or hydrophilicity,

then E-3(-) implies insolubility or hydrophobicity, E-1(+) – amphiphilicity, E-1(-) –

instability, reactivity, racemization.)

Global Problems

All global problems start with clearly negative situations (Deforestation, 

Pollution, Poverty, Education), calling for dual goals: healing of what was damaged, and 

acquiring of what was missing. 

Cycle (H) refers to Deforestation (H-1(-)) that results from Formalism (H-4(-)), 

rather than from poverty or illiteracy as often suggested (citation needed). Reforestation 



results from Common Sense (H-4(+)), but the latter is clearly “exaggerated” towards 

Arrogance (H-2(-)). 

The Wise Logging (H-3(+)) must come from Education (H-2(+)) that the entire 

Forest is a living organism – the premise of panpsychism, which is often ridiculed and 

assigned to Naivety. Yet earlier we concluded that the absence of such a premise is a sign

of Dogmatism. 

Most logging companies plant new trees, but these plantations are no match to the

natural forests, not only because they are much younger, but also because they are not as 

diverse, and exclude natural biotic cycles that play a vital role (citation required).

Cycle (H) can also refer to Pollution, whereby Reforestation = Cleaning, Wise 

Logging = Eco-Production. Here we face the same dilemmas, only influenced by even 

bigger economic interests. 

(The so called Greenhouse effect is a much smaller factor than temperature of 

worldwide oceans (citation needed) and Biotic Pump effect of forests (Makarieva, 

Gorshkov). The actual pollution comes not from CO2, but from incomplete combustion 

products (soot, tar, smear), inorganic oxidants (NO, NO2, SO, SO2), chemical spills, 

dust, etc.)

Cycle (I) refers to Poverty (I-1(-)) that results from Inequality (I-4(-)). The 

opposite of Poverty is Abundance (I-1(+)), that results from Opportunity (I-4(+)), rather 

than Equality. Inequality results from over-developed Striving (I-2(+)) which by itself is 

natural. But Addiction (I-3(-)) originates from over-developed Abundance (I-1(+)) which 

is not natural. The latter is similar to Sickness from case (D. 



Cycle (I) is also valid if Abundance is replaced with Education, Poverty with 

Ignorance (not just “illiteracy”!), Addiction with Dogmatism (close to Formalism!), 

Sanity with Panpsychism. What we obtain is that dogmatic bureaucrats are the least 

educated, whereas illiterate people of wild nature  are the most educated. Because 

education is not about the “knowledge of common sense”, but rather “sensing of what is 

right”

How it Could Work

A user could select the starting concepts that describe his situation, and the goal 

that he wants to achieve. A system would generate dialectical wheels like it was shown 

above and will be shown further

Every concept must involve many alternative words clustered according to the 

semantic / sentimental similarity and the distance to the “utmost target” (the “most 

exquisite center” of the entire concept space, like in the Atlas of Feelings). 

Preliminary clustering can be made by sentimental similarity algorithms, but 

finishing must be done by crowd-sourcing (with proper documenting / rating of each 

relation). Scientific, philosophical and political concepts should be supervised by 

respective experts

Using the above mentioned inter-conceptual relations (cause, effect, undeveloped,

exaggerated), each concept can be represented by a set of dialectical wheels, the most 

significant intersections of which can be brought to the user’s attention. These wheels can

involve larger numbers of transition states and layers of iterations, as exemplified in 

Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Extension of the wheel A from Table 2

Case (A) represents the cycle (A) from Table 2, where a divorced man wants to 

marry, but ends up in either Consistence or Looseness. Case (B) adds more intermediate 

concepts that facilitate circular rotation. For example, Relief transforms to Forgiveness 

easier than to Wisdom. Wisdom transforms to Calm easier than to Firmness, etc. 

Case (C) adds another layer that mimics a new iteration. Here Relief can produce 

not just “plain” Forgiveness, but the “entire” Generosity, that eventually leads to a new 

Marriage. (Cases A and B lead to only half-a-way toward marriage.)

To limit the number of possible wheels, we may pre-draw the most significant 

situations independently, based on real-life situations, books, movies, and expert 

opinions. 

How to Break the Cycle?

Most problems occur because we lock ourselves in “habitual cycles” stemming 

from dogmatism, addiction, etc. These cycles resemble Jeffrey Young’s maladaptive 

schemes (citation), but extend far beyond the “pure” psychological domain. 



One way is to apply the same algorithm as above. Figure 4 exemplifies it for 

Dogmatism in a greater detail.
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Figure 4. Stepwise construction of the wheel(s)

Scheme (A) shows the stepwise generation of “general situation map”, where 

each cell includes many similar concepts. Ideally all concepts should be clustered 

according to semantic / sentimental similarity, allowing for the smooth selection of the 

generalization  / detalization level.

Step 1 – determine the problem: dogmatism, arrogance, etc. Step 2 – determine 

the “opposite” of the problem: openness, creativity, etc. Step 3 – determine the marginal 

exaggeration of the previous solution: chaos, messiness, etc. Step 4 – determine the 

“opposite” of the latter exaggerations: conscientiousness, honesty, etc. Step 5 – determine

the intermediate concept(s) between 2 and 4: striving, zestfulness, etc. Continue by 

repeating the logic of previous steps.

Once the wheel is construed, make sure that it reflects a “smooth enough” circular

flow, in which we should look for the weakest step(s). After removing the redundant 

concepts, we may obtain a simplified wheel like in scheme (B). To pinpoint the 

problematic step(s), we can further add the intermediate steps, as in scheme (C). This can 

give us a better idea on where to start with problem solving. Foe example, some people 

may choose to start with thinking about their addictions, others – about their messiness.



Once the starting point has been identified, we should make a new wheel in which

all elements correspond to the 4 types of activities: mental (“ordinary thinking”), 

emotional (deep feelings), physical (action & workout), adaptive (observation, 

meditation, sharing, reflecting): 

Emotion
(What is the 

problem?)

Action
(What do 

I do?)

Thinking
(Am I 

satisfied?)

Reflection
(How to 
share?)

In each step all elements must participate, but only one must take the lead. 

Otherwise the system will not be “self-regulating” (algebra and panpsychism). The ability

to focus on the leading element / activity yields the short-term power, but the ability to 

use all other activities as “supporting mechanisms” give the long-term success. 

If all elements are represented as 4-dimensional vectors, then concentration 

implies selection of an axis around which other vectors are rotated, whereas 

diversification implies changing this axis as needed. The central axis is like baby that we 

nourish within ourselves (E-2(+)), but the quality of this process depends on other axes.

Conclusions

Morality is tightly related to the diversity of life and the ability to solve practical 

problems. It is not so much the state of being, as the direction of transformations. Moral 

behavior spins the “time-vortex” wheel in the natural cause-and-effect direction. Immoral

behavior tends to slow down or reverse it, translating into dogmatic views and addictions.

This can be compared to the rotation of polarized light by chiral molecules: 

natural amino-acids that support life rotate it into one direction (L), whereas antibiotics 

that kill the life (destroy bacterial cell wall) rotate it in an opposite direction (D)

http://laimeskelias.lt/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Dialectic-Algebra-Panpsychism.pdf


The very fact that we face problems shows that our sense of the right and wrong is

flawed. So the proposed method of Moral Law generation (and the entire Universal 

Wisdom Network) can be useful.  

To solve a problem, not only do we need to restore what was lost (health, 

abundance, happiness), but also to develop the right habits to remain in the desired state 

forever. In other words, problem solving cannot be separated from the personal growth. 

Otherwise it will be temporary, superficial, and immoral.

http://laimeskelias.lt/universal-wisdom-network
http://laimeskelias.lt/universal-wisdom-network
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